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Abstract

Indigenous peoples' and genome scientists' respective definitions and practices of making 'indigen

illustrate their competing notions of identity, origins, and futures. This article explores these ge

and indigenous 'articulations' of indigeneity, both their similarities and profound differences. Scie

who study ancient global human migrations and human genome diversity draw on an underst

of 'indigeneity' that appears to overlap with, but fundamentally contradicts, the use of this c

by the global indigenous movement. Genomic articulations privilege genetic ancestry as def

indigenous 'populations'. In contrast, indigenous articulations of indigeneity emphasize political st

and biological and cultural kinship constituted in dynamic, long-standing relations with each

and with living landscapes. To demonstrate how differences in definitions matter, I draw exa

from several scientific and indigenous projects that entangle DNA knowledge with judgments

indigenous identities, and I note resulting policy implications. I first examine two key narrat

indigeneity and race that underlie the genomic articulation of indigeneity: 'indigenous peop

vanishing' and 'we are all related/all African'. I then explore two cases where genomic and indi

articulations clash and overlap - the 'Kennewick Man' case and the use of DNA testing for

enrollment. Yet genomic articulations, with their greater truth-governing power, may inadverte

reconfigure indigeneity in ways that can undermine tribal and First Nations' self-determinati

the global indigenous anticolonial movement. Indeed, some indigenous peoples have recently a
genomic articulations of identity, perhaps to their own detriment.
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Narratives of history and identity that draw on new genomic technologies have ga

much traction in the last two decades (Keller, 1995, 2002; Nelkin and Lindee,
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Roof, 2007; TallBear, 2007). This genomic articul
cepts such as continent-level 'founding populatio
ture' that privilege molecular sequences tracked a

relationships and frequency differences betw

tracing their relatedness - goes hand-in-hand wit

ence of those humans in certain geographic loca
human bodies is the goal of population geneticis
lutionary biologists, a cluster dubbed 'gene hunt

series (Lent, 2000). That ancestry is seen as in

defined as genetic exchanges between human po
different regions after earlier fissions within t
1994: 25, 28). Groups now known as 'indigenous'
field of research since its emergence in the mid
of indigenous peoples, understood as storehouses
their presumed long physical and cultural isolat
collected quickly. Genetically defined, indigenou

an increasingly global world (Human Genom
1992b, cited in Reardon, 2005).

Indigenous peoples themselves also privilege

(alongside connection to land), but they have evo
'indigenous' that entangles political self-determin
vival in a global world. Indeed, rather than vanis
themselves as indigenous worldwide is growing.

also about the generative power of the category

and Native American Employment and Train
Ogunwole, 2006; Thornton, 1987, 1997). In ma

indigenous have increased in number in recent d
identity category because it captures their social

powerful states, and to one another. For them, in
biological relations alone. In addition, for indige
aid to tracking the movements of human bodies
indigenous peoples understand themselves to hav
tures in intimate relationship with particular p

scapes. In short, indigenous peoples' 'ancestry' is
in 'populations' but biological, cultural, and politi
long-standing relationships with each other and
people-specific identities and, more broadly, their

In arenas in which both indigenous people an

activities are often granted exclusive jurisdictio
indigenous contributions and critiques understo
are often more amenable to the particular histo
ence than they are to indigenous historical trut
tended to privilege genome knowledge claims ov
discussion of Kennewick Man in the following).
nous governance bodies are incorporating genomi
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Articulation

In order to clarify the conjunctures and distances between genomic and indigen
ples' definitions of 'indigenous', I import the analytic concept and metaphor of

tion' from cultural studies and sociocultural anthropology (Clifford, 200
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Grossberg, 1986; Hall, 1986; Tsing, 2007; Yeh, 2

with reference to the articulated lorry, a cab, and
potentially unhooked and recombined with other

tion helps us to understand how previously dispa

cultural and social formations in acts of borrowing

It takes us beyond dichotomous, 'realist versus co

which the category is either essentially determined

and therefore artificial. James Clifford (2001) exp

in articulation theory, the whole question of authentic

and cultural persistence is political all the way bac

assumed that cultural forms will always be made, unm

Some critical theorists and indigenous people mig
articulation theory to analyze genomic knowledge
deemed 'biocolonial'. Human genome diversity res
logical resources from indigenous peoples' bodies
tural properties were appropriated in earlier centu

and national identity benefits they would pro
Peoples Council on Biocolonialism (IPCB), 2000
2007; Mead, 1996; Mead and Ratuva, 2007; Reard

When I apply the theory of articulation to human

ing those scientific practices as not necessarily ina
reconfiguring indigeneity in ways that - even wit
mine tribal and First Nations' self-determination

movement. Some genome scientists note that they
indigenous peoples' own articulations of their orig
science reiterates genomic concepts of identity an

peoples' own articulations.
The scientific cosmology - or worldview at work

set of migrations contrasts with a view of time bifu

that structures indigenous peoples' views of histor

to indigenous biological resources according to the
this challenges indigenous peoples' own anticolonia
efforts to control their biological and other resourc
is the use of DNA testing in tribal enrollment dec
United States have been slower than many US Am
blood to DNA discourses in our identity-making
TallBear, 2013), the use of DNA tests for tribal e
TallBear, 2008). The genomic articulation of indig
indigenous articulation of indigeneity, informin
belonging (or not belonging) to particular places
sions of their history, identity, and citizenship.

Articulation brings re-conjoined formations into

tural and political work that genetic scientists and
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This would have seemed highly improbable at the end of the 19th century, when
scholars, policy-makers, and writers widely predicted the demise of native societies - of

the 'Indian', 'Aboriginal', or 'savage'. The idea that such groups represented earlier
stages in human evolution was generally agreed upon by the 19th-century European and
American thinkers, whether the author was eager for or lamented their inevitable demise

in the face of Western progress (Berkhofer, 1979; Bieder, 1986; Dippie, 1991; Morgan,
(1877) [1909]).) Indigenous articulations of indigeneity stand in contrast to scientific
articulations predicated on the imminent vanishing of indigenous peoples. This is the
myth of the 'vanishing Indian' (Berkhofer, 1979; Dippie, 1991), or as I call it in 21st

century parlance, the 'vanishing indigene'. This extinction was and continues to be
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figured in biological terms, but is also expres
discuss.

Estimates of indigenous people worldwide are, of course, contingent upon how they
are classified. Common definitions focus on historical continuity with precolonial societies and ancestral territories, cultural distinctiveness from settler societies, economic and

cultural nondominance, and determination to persist as culturally and/or nationally dis-

tinct entities (Anaya, 2000; Cobo, 1986). Indigenous studies scholars Taiaiake Alfred
(Kahnawake Mohawk) and Jeff Corntassel (Cherokee) define indigeneity accordingly as
an 'oppositional, place-based existence, along with the consciousness of being in struggle against the dispossessing and demeaning fact of colonization by foreign peoples'

(Alfred and Corntassel, 2005: 597). Similarly, preeminent Native American Studies
scholar and Dakota, Elizabeth Cook-Lynn, defines indigeneity as not simply
a political system based in economics and the hope for a fair playing field. Nor is it a belief
system like religion. It is, rather, a category of being and origin and geography, useful for
refuting other theories of being and origin (e.g. those of Christianity and science).

'Today', she concludes, 'indigeneity may be thought of as the strongest focus for resistance to imperial control in colonial societies . . . ' Furthermore, she argues, indigenous
peoples as a class are 'expanding rather than vanishing or diminishing' (Cook-Lynn,
2012: 15). One can see that expansion as both an artifact of greater numbers of births
over deaths, and as reflecting additional people newly articulating their identities as
indigenous.
In the volume Indigenous Experience Today , anthropologist Mary Louise Pratt (2007)
explains indigeneity as generative or productive, as enabling mutual recognition and collaboration by indigenous peoples across disparate histories and geographies, thus contributing to the rise in numbers of indigenous peoples (p. 399). This ability to recognize
one another certainly enables the anti-imperial work that is Cook-Lynn's focus and
another form of productivity. Therefore, indigenous peoples generally embrace a global
definition of indigeneity that facilitates survival and acknowledges the historical rupture

of colonialism. Pratt notes the etymological roots of terms such as indigenous, native,
aboriginal, and First Nations all refer to 'prior-ity in time and place', denoting 'those
who were "here (or there) first," that is, before someone else who came "after"'.
Yet a relational definition predicated upon invasion - indeed that prioritizes the temporality of the invaders - is often not the primary identity of such peoples, but rather they

may be 'Maori, Cree, Hmong, Aymara, [or] Dayak' (Pratt, 2007: 398-399). I offer a
small addition to Pratt's helpful definition. It is not simply firstness in relation to the
temporality of settlers that grounds indigenous peoples' identities in place . They narrate
their peoplehoods as emerging in concert with particular land- and/or waterscapes. They
were not simply first but they arose as peoples, as humans in relationships with particu-

lar places (Deloria, 2001; Mead, 1996). This is an important difference between the way
that indigenous peoples wield the idea of 'origins' and the way that human genetics does;
in the latter case, landscapes are places through which humans and their molecules move
and settle. An environment/human divide is presumed in the genomic narrative that is
absent from the indigenous narrative. Indigenous notions of peoplehood as emerging in
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seamlessly contribute to and strengthen colonial
ing indigenous articulations.

A genomic articulation of indigenei
disappearance, and relatedness

Formations of indigeneity, like formations of rac
political, historically situated, and contingent. W
ture, formations of indigeneity are (re)articulated

I focus here on intersecting notions of indigene
and human genome research worlds. Genomic ind
on biological descent and relations between grou
articulation, an indigenous group becomes a biol

gory in which individuals from different 'tribe
build knowledge about broader population histor
globally, from a genomic perspective, is not oppo
cosmology, but relatively straightforward genet
particular continents. The biogeographic notion o
ing ideas of race, for example, a 'Native Americ
continents. But biogeographic indigeneity does n

relations in the same way that indigenous pe
Genomic ideas of indigeneity are founded in the

In other words, indigenous characteristics are v
peoples are seen as disappearing.
Such a definition of indigeneity overlooks conc
and colonial opposition that undergird indigenou
nousness. Genetic articulations of indigeneity rec
invading states as an organizing principle and the
tions that are usually tied physically to a land b
biologically separate and distinct. Such formation
state and indigenous attempts to survive and flour
neity. For example, they overlook the way that
ples to highlight their relations to original people
racial similarity but by colonial historical similar
and other forms of colonialism. This is the reas
with Dakota or Dayak in self-definitions. In the
movement and narratives are precisely about ind
not only to survive but also to thrive. Indigeneit
of scarcity and death, rather than what it is an
of survival.

The questions at the heart of research into hum

genetics: Who in the world is related to whom? H
share ancestors? Where did those ancestors com
travel? and Who were the founding populations?

I explore here, are employed to configure these
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indigenous biological resources (e.g. Barragá

TallBear, 2013). Not only the highly marketed G
ancestor, the HGDP (Reardon, 2005), other global
cally archive human genetic diversity, and smalle
vanishing indigene trope both as lamentation and
The vanishing indigene informs research questi
eate peoples into genetic populations in ways that

and peoplehood. For example, indigenous indi
admixed are eliminated from samples of the

considered legitimate members when the indigen

ments (e.g. tribal or First Nation citizenship ru
mapped onto genetics, and that mapping become

1 . Scientists worry about indigenous peoples 4

storehouses of unique genetic diversity.
2. Since the genetic signatures of 'founding po
who are more highly admixed , those people a

3. The 'admixed' indigene becomes not indig

common sampling standards wherein a good
or four 'indigenous' grandparents, not one.5

4. If admixture is on the rise, indigenous
- vanishing.

To be clear, indigenous peoples in the United S
today's terminology) 'biological' relatedness fro
Indigenous political citizenship in these countri
rules about biological relatedness - rules that hav

group in response to changing political and econ
2011). However, this use of biogenetic relatedne
hood is entangled with legal enactments of indig
held practices and histories.
Genetics-based assertions about the impending
indigenous claims. A pivot-point of indigenous o
edge the assaults on them and their lands, they
vival as peoples, toward greater autonomy. Not
objectify them as historical or biological curiosit
of indigenous peoples under the rubric of 'indige
better fight for their survival as 'Peoples' who a
the chasm between indigenous and genomic art
bridged.

Narrative 2: We are all related, we are all African
Paradoxically, although admixture is seen as a problem for research, it is also often
framed in a positive light, as a 'we are all related' story. This narrative is valued by many
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One version of the idea that we are all related is the narrative that we are all African.

With the popularization of the theory of 'Mitochondrial Eve' (mtEve) - the single genetic

mother of all living humans (Cann et al., 1987) - the idea that we are all really 'African'
has become a powerful idea within and without scientific circles. But this narrative, like
the others highlighted here, is conditioned by European and American colonial history.
In a photograph leading a 2002 interview with Spencer Wells, a prototypical White
man (Wells) stands behind a prototypical African ( Rediff.com , 2002). The White man's
face is slightly out of focus and half concealed behind the African. Appearing with the

caption 'We are all really Africans under the skin', this photo asserts a 19th-century
racial science view of connectedness where 'Africans' precede the modern White man
on the evolutionary chain of humanity. The living African represents the White man's
past, and the White man represents modern humanity. We see a scientific metaphor that
conjoins old with new elements to help build a new genetic articulation of indigeneity
and race.

On one hand, it is nonsensical to say we are all African. Africa, as it has been named
and conceived in human political memory did not exist 200,000 years ago. Tracing all
human lineages to mtEve does not make us all 'African' in any meaningful sense. But the
claim itself is meaningful because Africa is not simply a name given by some humans to
a particular landmass. Enduring colonial perspectives are at play. Africa has long been
seen as fundamentally different. Postcolonial philosopher V.Y. Mudimbe (1994) writes
about the two forms that African otherness takes in European colonial thought. In the
first, Africa is seen as primordial and less evolved. It has been characterized as outside of
time and history - as a place of irrationality, famine, and savagery. Alternatively, Africa
is portrayed as a 'Rousseauian picture of [a] golden age of perfect liberty, equality and
fraternity'. Either way, 'Africa' embodies more than the notion of one particular continental landmass out of which came the ancestors of all modern humans.

American Indians were also seen as lower on that chain of human evolution, but they

were seen as closer to moderns, that is, Whites. And while many scientists viewed
Africans as permanently less evolved, the Indian was seen as capable of being biologi-

cally absorbed by Whites (Ben-Zvi, 2007; Bieder, 1986; Morgan, 1877 [1909]). But,
crucially, Indians were seen culturally antecedent to moderns, again Whites. One rarely
finds in contemporary discourse the oppressive language of race hierarchy that characterized the racial science of earlier times. Today 'populations' - the younger conceptual
relative to that older idea of 'race' - are seen as connected (Gannett, 200 1 , 2003; Reardon,
2005). Yet the ideas that we are all one and that we share the same ancient genetic heritage continue to rely on representing living African bodies and living indigenous bodies
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as primordial, as a genetic window to the past,
then include living Africans who stand in for
include the vanishing indigene.

A genomic articulation of Wennew
(interrupted)

As they are entangled with the genome science
have the unintended consequence of challengin

identity based on nonmolecular knowledges and
Deborah Harry and the late Hopi geneticist Fr

organization that would become the Indige

(IPCB), raised an alarm about this particular iss
ues to raise similar concerns with the ongoing

Scientists expect to reconstruct the history of t

variation to determine patterns of human migratio

result in the validation of the Bering Strait theor

concerning our origins can be used to challenge a
self-determination. Indeed, many governments ha

to help resolve land conflicts and ancestral own
Azeris and Armenians, and Serbs and Croats, a

Ukraine who claim German citizenship on the g
secular law in many nations including the Uni
matching as legitimate techniques for establishin
1998)

The controversy over so-called Kennewick Man shows the potential for human genome
diversity research to challenge indigenous identity claims and rights over human remains.

When 9000-year-old remains were found near the Columbia River in Washington State
in 1996, the first scientist to examine them, James Chatters, assumed that they belonged
to a Euro- American settler (Thomas, 2000). Carbon dating analysis soon revealed them
to be much older than that, and a group of Native American tribes invoked the Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), claiming the remains for
reburial.

Despite the antiquity of the remains, the involved scientists hoped to disrupt tribal
claims by showing that 'Kennewick Man' - Umatilla tribal members referred to him as
'the Ancient One' (Howe, 2001) - could not be traced directly to contemporary Native
Americans. In order to repatriate, NAGPRA requires the 'cultural affiliation' of those
remains with a contemporary Native American tribe. Specifically, the law requires that a
'relationship of shared group identity' must be able to be 'reasonably traced historically or
prehistorically between members of a present-day Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization and an identifiable earlier group' via a 'preponderance of the evidence - based on
geographical, kinship, biological, archeological, anthropological, linguistic, folklore, oral
tradition, historical evidence, or other information or expert opinion' (Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, 1990 and National Park Service).
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to sue for the right to study Kennewick Ma

Americans" were not the ancestors of contemp
Tsosie (2005) argues that from the standpoint o
evidence as supporting estimations about cultur
'a euphemism for racial identity' and a way to
away from indigenous peoples' own definitions
Two scientists sum up what is at stake with D
using different terminology, whether a genom
accepted and under what terms?

What would be done with any genetic typing (or lac

B, C, or D is found, and a likely determination o
made, will this set the standard for all future new

type of analysis never have to be done again, and w

Europeans to the Americas be assumed to be ancestr

ambiguous or if no DNA remains in the skeleton, ho

the ramifications? (Tuross and Kolman, 2000)

Definitions of 'cultural affiliation' that draw on

contemporary tribal citizenship can be highly d
never pinned perfectly to one another like fabric

be confronted again and again with conflicts ove

Just as morphological examination offers at bes

ation', genetic evidence (due to population bottle

extermination and the fact that most ancient hum

ing today) will often not result in determinati
ancient remains to living, unambiguous, Native
vicinity. Genome evidence is likely to further c

torical, and cultural field. The concern expre

genomic definitions of relatedness that inform

prevail over indigenous definitions and knowle
Over 1 5 years later and with a 2004 9th Circ
scientists the right to study the remains (Bonn

the case of Kennewick Man is still open. Scie

Native American tribes continue to assert, legi

rights to the remains.6 Kennewick Man or

Washington Burke Museum, 'the court appoint

with 'all decisions concerning access to the r
Engineers as the landowners of the property
Museum website notes that 'the plaintiffs have

to carry out scientific research on the remains',

and the case remains open until research is c

testing has not yet substantiated or contradict
note that improvements in methods and labora
DNA extraction even from poorly preserved rem

We do not know whose articulations of indi
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New genomic articulations of the tribal citizen
During the past decade, Native American tribes in the United States and First Nations in
Canada have increasingly adopted DNA testing in tribal enrollment. But tribes and First
Nations do not seek to pinpoint the same continental genetic ancestry that human genome

diversity researchers search for in their subjects. North American indigenous governmental entities are not interested in mtDNA or Y-chromosome markers that trace descent

from founder populations in the Americas. Rather, indigenous governments use the common DNA parentage test, or DNA profile, simply in order to prove that a potential tribal

or First Nation citizen is the biological offspring of a tribally enrolled parent. In blood
samples from an individual, and one or both of that person's biological parents, the DNA

profile examines repeated sequences of nucleotides called 'short tandem repeats' (STRs).
STRs are inherited from both parents. Therefore, while a single such sequence is not
unique, when viewed in combination with other STRs, an individual's total STR pattern
becomes increasingly distinctive, or in practical terms, unique. For example, only 1 in 60
million individuals might exhibit such a pattern. This is the same form of DNA analysis
commonly used in criminal cases - to prove, for example, that a strand of hair or skin
cells found on a crime victim belong to an individual suspect. DNA evidence is then used
to fulfill a longer standing requirement for tribal 'enrollment' or citizenship: biological
descent from an enrolled tribal member (TallBear, 2013). While enrollment into a tribe
by marriage or adoption was allowed in many US tribes through the mid-20th century,
today, almost without exception, tribal citizens must be biologically descended from
enrolled members (Gover, 2008).
While hard data on the number of tribes and First Nations that use DNA testing are
difficult to come by - not all make their citizenship rules and ordinances publicly available, and enrollment records are confidential - I regularly do fieldwork, attend professional meetings, and visit friends and family on reservations all over the United States
and occasionally in Canada. 'Enrollment' rules in the United States and 'status' rules in
Canada are always a hot topic of conversation. I am also regularly contacted by reporters
and sometimes by tribal program staff who want me to comment or give advice on DNA
testing for tribal enrollment in particular cases. Finally, my attendance at two national
tribal enrollment workshops in 2003 and 2010 (TallBear, 2013) that featured panels and
participant conversation on DNA testing provides me a window into the politics of DNA
in Indian Country.
DNA testing on a case-by-case basis, that is, when parentage is in doubt, is a widespread practice. Some tribes, including my own, will also accept a signed affidavit from
several relatives claiming an individual as their child, niece, nephew, or grandchild, and
so on, in lieu of a DNA test. Other tribes require across-the-membership DNA testing
and sometimes even require retroactive testing of already enrolled members. One can
imagine the social and familial troubles that result when 'false biological parentage' is
uncovered, a not infrequent occurrence in any population. Members are disenrolled,

their present and future descendants made ineligible for enrollment and for all
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associated program and financial benefits; and
the press surrounding such disenrollments a
Country, the most rigid DNA rules and controv
small minority of very small, wealthy gaming t
to urban areas. The monthly payouts of 'per cap
such tribes can amount to as much as tens of thousands of dollars. The returns to indi-

viduals are kept high if numbers of enrolled citizens are kept low, motivating the move
to rigid DNA testing requirements in these communities.8

The politics of gaming and enrollment intersect with DNA testing in controversial
and sometimes heartbreaking ways in Native American communities. In these cases, I
view per capita payments, rather than DNA testing or even gaming, as the chief problem that leads to divided communities. But DNA testing for enrollment is having an
insidious effect on our thinking about who is a tribal member and more broadly on who
is indigenous. At the 2003 tribal enrollment conference I attended, DNA testing for
enrollment was front and center in panel presentations. Yet a poll taken by a show of
hands in the ballroom of 300 conference participants revealed that all except 10 participants had no opinion on how useful or important DNA would be in enrollment. In
2010, while tribes were still talking in terms of symbolic blood and using the DNA test
in order to support existing enrollment criteria long figured through concepts of blood,
increasing numbers of tribes were combining gene and blood concepts to rearticulate
the notion of tribe.

Unlike symbolic blood and blood rules, DNA testing has the advantage of claims to
scientific precision and objectivity. One DNA testing company spokesperson whom I
interviewed noted that in using a DNA profile analysis for tribal enrollment, there is 'no
possibility of incorporating a subjective decision into whether someone becomes a member or not'. Yet whether or not someone is a verifiable biological kin of the type indicated
by a parentage test is not 'objective' as an enrollment criterion. Allowing a DNA profile
to trump other ways of reckoning kin (e.g. blood quantum as a proxy for cultural affiliation by counting relatives, or a signed affidavit of family relatedness) for purposes of
enrollment prioritizes technoscientific knowledge of certain relations over other types of

knowledge.
Furthermore, the idea of scientific definitiveness attached to genetic testing is influential, even if it is not realized. The DNA profile may increasingly look like a good

complement to traditional blood (quantum) and other nongenetic documentation especially if traditional documentation of named relations is difficult to obtain or if
enrollment applications are politically and economically contentious. The increasing use
of the DNA profile in concert with existing blood rules may condition tribes' eventual
acceptance of DNA knowledge as a substitute for tracking blood relations. Some will see
such a move as advantageous, as scientifically objective and less open to political maneuvering. Yet DNA testing will not solve what is the most crucial and divisive problem in
contemporary enrollment debates: in the majority of cases, parentage is not in question,
but due to out-marriage, increasing numbers of tribal members' offspring cannot meet
blood requirements. They simply do not have enough sufficiently 'blooded' parents and
grandparents to meet the standards set by tribes. Therefore, while not solving core existing enrollment problems, widespread DNA testing adds to them.
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Articulation has been applied by other scholars to analyze indigenous peopl
maneuvers as they confront colonial practices that appropriate land and atte
quish or shape their identities and cultures too narrowly in the service of
interests (Clifford, 2001, 2007; Li, 2000; Yeh, 2007). In this article, I too ha

how indigenous peoples define indigeneity and tribe in dynamic ways usin
social, place-based, and political criteria in the service of their own interests.

I borrow the concept of articulation to analyze a set of scientific practices and
tions that also happen to focus on defining indigeneity narrowly in the serv
plinary interests and nationalist sentiment. Contemporary scientific practic
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with previous narratives of racial hierarchies an

tion has similar implications for indigenous ass

Genomic practices and articulations have gre
culture, where they increasingly ground perce

ancestry, and identity (Nelson, 2008). Indig

begun to add genetic concepts, in the form of
identity-making practices (Bardili, 2010; TallB
indigeneity risks becoming also an indigenous
and Canadian First Nations take up DNA testing
nomic anthropological knowledges are already
recognition of Native American rights and res
cal) genetics to be used.
This article is a preemptive attempt to demo
within processes of recognition - whether at th
level of recognizing an entire people (and the
will always be simultaneously nonneutral, pol
decisions with profound implications for indig
and politics are not mutually exclusive. We may

tribal identity and attendant rights, but we cann

so-called objective decision. Privileging genom

broader identity constructions is a value decisio

not. Do we value genetic kin versus kin made

value these kinship forms in combination? And
damentally, the histories within which our ra
formed and which today we draw on in doing g

of colonial power imbalances, resource extract

tories. We do science and we use science wi
politics.
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Notes

1 . In Canada, there also other indigenous communities, such as Inuit and Métis Communi
but I do not address them in this article. Multiple other indigenous-state formations exis
other countries around the world.

2. 'Recognized' or 'federally recognized' tribes are political entities with which the United
States has a government-to-government relationship. Historically, such tribes have signed
treaties with the US government and/or gone through recognition processes in which they
proved to the satisfaction of the US Department of Interior (DOI) and the US Congress their
cultural and political continuity. For some, federal recognition is a controversial designation.

Some groups identifying as American Indian or Native American have not proven to the
satisfaction of the US government their legitimacy as 'tribes' with 'cultural continuity' from
some point in the past. These do not receive federal recognition, funding or benefits, or have
not yet undertaken the arduous, lengthy, and costly recognition process. In addition, there are

approximately 30-60, depending on the source, tribes recognized by individual states within
the United States. See 'State Recognized Tribes' at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_recog-

nized tribes (accessed 26 December 2010).
3. For example, the UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations, the World Council of
Indigenous Peoples, the International Indian Treaty Council, the Indigenous Environmental
Network, North American Indigenous Peoples Biodiversity Project, and the Inuit Circumpolar
Conference.

4. https://genographic.nationalgeographic.com/genographic/about.html (accessed 28 December
2010). The Genographic Project is an international privately funded research project that
aims to collect DNA samples from indigenous peoples around the world to improve scientific
understanding of ancient population movements.

5. The ideal in genetic studies of human evolution is to sample individuals with four grandparents from the same population. Renowned population geneticist Luca Cavalli-Sforza writes
that aboriginal populations with '25% or more admixture' are excluded from his global
study (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994: 24). Smaller-scale studies are even stricter, ranging from
0 percent alleged admixture in individuals (four endogenous grandparents) (Lorenz and
Smith, 1994; Torroni et al., 1993b) to populational admixture rates of <5 percent (Callegari-

Jacques et al., 1993; Neel, 1978; Torroni et al., 1992), 8.7 percent (Torroni et al., 1992),
and 12 percent (Torroni et al., 1993a). 'Admixture' is calculated according to the presence
in populations of haplotypes or genetic lineages that are tied to non-American geographies. Much genetic scholarship fails to describe how members of the groups of interest are

selected (e.g. Crawford, 1998; Relethford, 2003; Santos et al., 1999; Wallace and Torroni,
1992), implying that the authors believe that group boundaries and sampling decisions are
self-evident.

6. In 2008, the DOI proposed a new rule, 43 CFR 10.11, regarding the disposition of culturally identifiable human remains. See 'Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act Regulations - Disposition of Cultural Unidentifiable Human Remains', Federal Register
72 (199) (16 October 2007/Proposed Rules): 58588-58589. Available at http://www.nps.
gov/history/Nagpra/MANDATES/FR%20Notice%20Proposed%20Reg%20%20CFR%20
10.1 1%200- 16-2007.pdf (accessed 20 February 2011). Also see 'Native American Omnibus
Act of 2005, Sec. 108 Definition of Native American', for a proposed amendment introduced

by Senator John McCain (R-AZ) to amend Section 2(9) of NAGPRA by adding language that
would broaden the definition of 'Native American' for the purposes of expanding the conditions under which human remains and other cultural patrimony could be repatriated to Indian

tribes. The new rule took effect in May 2010. See 'At a Glance: 43 CFR 10. 1 1 - Disposition
of Culturally Unidentifiable Native American Human Remains'. Available at http://www.
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nps.gov/nagpra/DOCUMENTS/At-a-glance-43CFR

Under the original NAGPRA legislation, present-da

zation claimants of funerary objects, sacred objec
(including human remains) must document a 'rel
can reasonably be traced historically or prehistor

(Pub. L. 101-601, 25 U.S.C. 3001 et seq., 104 Stat

a direct cultural link cannot be determined with a
rule allows a decision in favor of Indian tribes and
more general connections, that is, if they own the

at the time of removal; if the land from which objec

of the tribes or organizations in question; if the cla

region' from which objects were removed; or if th

may be awarded rights if they have a 'cultural relat

or Federal agency repository is located'. In summ
Native Hawaiian organizations on whose traditio

invoke NAGPRA even when a direct cultural link t
7. See http://www.burkemuseum.org/kman/ (acces

8. As a counterpoint, my 10,000-member tribe that i

three moderately profitable casinos. Our tribal g

ments. Gaming proceeds fund tribal environmenta

We do not have such disenrollment controversies a
DNA testing.
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